
BARBIE BOY SELF REFLECTION ESSAY

Barbie Boy In â€œBarbie Dollâ€• by Marge Piercy has connected with me more then any other poem in the book so far.
â€œBarbie Dollâ€• is connected with me as a male.

This story relates to me the most because I was the little kid that got picked on for having the hand be down
cloths from my brothers while all the other school children got new cloths for school, I got the Black Sabbath
and White Snake shirts with holes in them or they were too big. The Barbie doll in itself as Marge Piercy
suggests acts as an ironic exemplar in that young girls traditionally play with it, viewing it as something
seemingly innocent despite the underlying standards enraptured in a minuscule plastic woman who is defined
by the realm of her household. They will wonder today, just as I wondered years ago. The script does not tell
me everything I need to know, a lot of things are hidden, and techniques are needed to protrude facts This
form of image altering as Wart implies, is popular because it allows women to have the ability to change their
physical appearance to gain acceptance from the social setting they are surrounded by. Siddhartha, from the
book Siddhartha, becomes aware that life cannot be taught, and that it had to be experienced first-hand. The
benefits of the reader is an example of how a lovely young woman can go from this flawless, Betty Crocker
made life, to having everything turned upside down, not having any resemblance to prior situations. Little girls
have looked up to and respected her as a role model since she first debuted, begging their parents to buy each
and every new one that hit store shelves. Should Barbie get a makeover. Piercy uses lots of imagery to
describe the struggles the girl experiences during her teenage years and the effects that can happen They were
also worried about the possible backlash that they would possibly face from parents who would find such a
grown up doll offensive. Today, Barbie Dolls have many different careers and ethnicities. Stock - Mattel Inc.
That is simply unrealistic. Think of what it would be like to be twenty to thirty pounds thinner. In this study
the researchers used girls 6 to 10 years old, average sized dolls, and Legos in a controlled condition. Soon,
little girls all over the world were emulating and praising this eleven-and-a-half-inch-tall plastic doll Napier.
Ever expanding wants which do not fill needs in an infinite food chain of consumption. With the aid of a
child's imagination, she could be -and do- anything a child wanted. The pressure for the perfect image has
been and will be an ongoing race. This ambiguity leads us to be more critical of our perceptions. She expresses
how the Barbie doll, the toy figurine that woman idealize, is, in fact, a method of corruption to a young girl.
Marge Piercy was a known social activist and uses this poem to bring attention to serious issues facing young
females in society. This spoke to me. It preserves an ideal in danger of being forgotten. There is no one single
experience. The doll, throughout many years, has transformed itself from a popular toy to a role model for
actual women. Barbie is typically a tall, skinny, blonde who is in a long-term relationship with her boyfriend
Ken, and has had at least jobs. She seems to have the power to continually create herself, and the power to
dominate us with that creation. Let me emphasize that I am speaking now about significance as a quality of
perception and not as a cognitive factor. The sentiment engendered by their ideology endows them as Kitsch.
If it has intrinsic interest it becomes Camp. Your time is important. This must not be forgotten. Many of these
memories were created by mass cultural artifacts. Barbie herself comes from a long line of controversy of love
and hate as well as changes with her appearance Sandra Cisneros' accurate reflection of a young mind and
intricate writing methods expressed great emotion. Our fantasy life meets its end when we try to hold the ideal
in mind while experiencing the real. She was given dolls and toys like any other girl and she also wore hints of
lipstick.


